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Hotautumn 83:
separatism,
pacifism, and
terrorism
by Roger

Moore

We publish here portions of a vital new EIR Special Report, "The Hot Autumn
'83: Separatism, Pacifism, Terrorism." Prepared by counterintelligence specialists
in Paris, Wiesbaden, and Rome, the report presents the results of a summer of
intensive research efforts covering the entirety of Europe, hundreds of individual
investigations yielding stacks of dossiers, and numerous discussions and ex
changes with official police and intelligence channels.
It is the evaluation of the report's authors that unless effective counter-mea
sures are taken, the nations of Europe will be subjected to such an intensity of
rioting, terrorism, and assassinations that existing governments will no longer be
able to rule and a Mitteleuropa, anti-American faction will come to the fore to
deliver Europe into Russian hands.
In anticipation of well-known and thoroughly prepared plans of the peace
movement to drive U.S. military forces out of the Federal Republic of Germany
this fall, EIR's specialists identified the array of organizations capable of mobiliz
ing mass upsurges or a terrorist hard core for the destabilization. This category
includes the separatist command centers Ciemen and the Society for Endangered
Peoples, the West German Communist Party, the "autonomists," the West German
Protestant Church with its manifold links to the terrorist Revolutionary Cells, and
the neo-Nazi "national revolutionary" groups like the one associated with the
journal, Wir Selbst (We Ourselves). These groups were then investigated to iden
tify their interconnections, means of support, and the control structure that directs
their activities and provides protection. In virtually every case these groups can be
shown to function through de facto coordination among the following: 1) the
Soviet Union, via the KGB and Russian Orthodox Church and corresponding
capabilities from East Germany; 2) Libya's Qaddafi, a joint asset of the above and
western oligarchical interests modeling themselves after Bertrand Russell's "two
empire" conception; and 3) the Lausanne, Switzerland-based Nazi International
ofFran�ois Genoud. Unless these command centers are neutralized through public
exposure and police action, the hot autumn will become a dangerous reality.
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U.S. embassy coverup
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Intelligence community warfare
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